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Welcome to the 113th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic effort and significant personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for the size of the UWM Panther Arena. Gathered together, we look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

As we celebrate our graduates, we can also look to these remarkable individuals with a great sense of hope. For some, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students conclude their studies. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong discovery and collaboration with area businesses, industries, community and non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions. These partnerships lead to – and create – more jobs throughout the region for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the final members of our Class of 2015. When combined with those who preceded them in May, the Class of 2015 is well over 5,000 students.

To all of our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all of your endeavors. Please keep us apprised of your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonially activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for prep classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885  Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892  University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909  With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920  The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927  Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928  UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951  Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956  WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961  The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963  UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964  UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965  UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970  Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988  UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995  Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000  UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001  Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
**CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION**

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

**Styles and colors** had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

**The academic hood** is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET — Architecture
- WHITE — Art
- BROWN — Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE — Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE — Education
- ORANGE — Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK — Human Resources & Labor Relations
- LEMON — Library & Information Science
- PINK — Music
- APRICOT — Nursing
- GOLD — Science
- CITRON — Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.
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UWM Panther Arena
December 20, 2015

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Jacob Clarence Baker, Vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Charles Pruitt, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   David Misky, President
   UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Tonit M. Calaway
   Vice President, Human Resources of Harley-Davidson, Inc.
   President of The Harley-Davidson Foundation

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
TONIT M. CALAWAY
Vice President, Human Resources of Harley-Davidson, Inc.
President of The Harley-Davidson Foundation

TONIT M. CALAWAY has been with Harley-Davidson for nearly 17 years and was promoted to her current position in 2010. She reports to the CEO and works with the Human Resources Committee of the company’s Board of Directors. Calaway is responsible for supervising approximately 200 human resources employees worldwide and guiding company-wide leadership development, compensation and benefits, labor relations and diversity.

Calaway joined Harley-Davidson in 1998 as an attorney. As Associate General Counsel-Motor Company Operations, she handled a variety of contract and securities matters for the company. She was promoted to Assistant General Counsel/Chief Compliance Counsel and Assistant Secretary, where she was head of the company’s Compliance Department and lead securities counsel responsible for preparing the company’s notice of annual meeting and proxy statement and certain sections of the annual report, as well as certain filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Calaway also has been a member of the company’s Disclosure and Sarbanes-Oxley Steering Committee.

Calaway was named to Savoy magazine’s list of Top Influential African-American Women in Corporate America for 2013 and was named a Woman of Influence by the Milwaukee Business Journal in 2014.

Calaway serves on the Operating Board of Froedtert Health and on its Leadership Development and Compensation Committee. She also serves on three nonprofit boards – the Boys and Girls Clubs of Greater Milwaukee, the Black Arts Think Tank and Milwaukee College Prep. As President of The Harley-Davidson Foundation, she also represents the company on the Greater Milwaukee Committee, which coordinates the region’s economic development efforts.

Calaway’s expertise is in talent management, labor, employment and securities and related management issues. In 2010-11, Calaway led the team that negotiated several labor contracts critical to maintaining the competitiveness of Harley-Davidson’s manufacturing operations. She currently oversees the company’s U.S. and global workforce, which includes extensive foreign and domestic travel.

She is passionate about improving the training and capabilities of American workers and expanding these efforts globally.

Calaway is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the University of Chicago Law School. Prior to Harley-Davidson, Calaway worked for two large Milwaukee law firms, Davis & Kuelthau, S.C. and Godfrey & Kahn, S.C. She is lifelong resident of Milwaukee where she lives with her two children and husband, David Swanson, an attorney and Milwaukee County Circuit Court judge.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

*Indicates August 2015 Graduate

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

*Anika Y Jones
Major Professor: Erica Bornstein

Katy J Mollerud
“The Cambria Connection: Identifying Ceramic Production and Community Interaction in Late Prehistoric Minnesota, A.D. 1050 – 1300”
Major Professor: John Richards

Krista-Lee M Malone
“Island in the Making: National Investment and the Cultural Imagination in Taiwan”
Major Professor: Thomas Malaby

ARCHITECTURE

Chia Jung Shih
“Experiential Qualities of Nearby Nature: A Holistic Approach to Understanding Nursing Home Courtyard”
Major Professors: Gerald Weisman and Brian Schermer

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Kathryn Elizabeth Barry
“Are We Missing the Forest for the Trees? Spatial Patterns of Diversity in Temperate Forests”
Major Professor: Emily Latch

*Bvarya Z Matson
“Migration of Myeloid-derived Suppressor Cells to Tumor and Tumor-draining Lymph Node in a Murine Model of Breast Cancer”
Major Professor: Douglas Steeber

*Justin Joseph Speck
“The Role of Sulfur Metabolism in Effective Plant-Microbe Interactions”
Major Professor: Gyaneshwar Prasad

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS

Kelsey MacKay Schwei
“Dental Hygienists’ Cognitive Process in Periodontal Soft Tissue Charting”
Major Professor: Timothy Patrick

Nazanin Tabesh-Saleki
“From Data to Decision: An Implementation Model for the Use of Evidence-based Medicine, Data Analytics, and Education in Transfusion Medicine Practice”
Major Professor: Timothy Patrick

CHEMISTRY

*Md. Sharif Al Asad
“Asymmetric Synthesis of All-Carbon alpha-aryl Quaternary Carbonyl Compounds by Palladium-Catalyzed Asymmetric Allylic Alkylation (Pd-AAA) and their Application to the Synthesis of Biologically Important 3, 3’-Disubstituted Oxindole and alpha-Disubstituted Quaternary beta-Lactone Frameworks”
Major Professor: M Mahmun Hossain
*German O Fonseca Cabrera
  “Enantiospecific Stereospecific Strategy for the Total Synthesis of Sarpagine and Macroline Related Oxindole Alkaloids”
  Major Professor: James Cook

*Karl J Koebke
  “Mechanistic Study of Heme Protein-Mediated Nitric Oxide Dioxygenation Using Photolytically Produced Nitric Oxide”
  Major Professor: Andy Pacheco

Ryan Andrew Schmeling
  “Variable Pathlength Cavity Spectroscopy: Development of an Automated Prototype”
  Major Professor: Joseph Aldstadt

Kelly A Teske
  “Part 1. The Development of Non-Secosteroidal Vitamin D Receptor Modulators Part 2. The Development of a Universal GTPase Assay”
  Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

Hannah E Wagie
  “Porphyrin as a Spectroscopic Probe of Net Electric Fields in Heme Proteins”
  Major Professor: Peter Geissinger

COMMUNICATION

*Rachel Davidson
  “Rhetorical Lessons in Advocacy and Shared Responsibility: Family Metaphors and Definitions of Crisis and Care in Unpaid Family Caregiving Advocacy Rhetoric”
  Major Professor: Kathryn Olson

*Jennifer Hawkins
  “Understanding the Nature and Impact of Early Pregnancy Loss Through Women’s Stories”
  Major Professor: Mike Allen

Anne Nicole Zmyslinski
  “To Each Their Own: Comparing Couple Types Satisfaction, Money Management, and Financial Communication”
  Major Professor: Mike Allen

ECONOMICS

*Omid Ardakani
  “Examining the Effectiveness of Monetary Policy”
  Major Professors: N Kundan Kishor and Suyong Song

Esmaeil Ebadi
  “The Relative Responsiveness of Trade Flows to Change in Prices and Exchange Rate”
  Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Esmaeil Salem
  “Essays on Two Implications of the ACA”
  Major Professor: Scott Adams

*Bryan S Weber
  “The Economics of Crime”
  Major Professors: John Heywood and Hamid Mohtadi

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*Joshua A Looser
  “Examining Whether School Finances and Academic Achievement Predict the Quality of Reading Intervention Implementation in Response-to-Intervention”
  Major Professor: Markeda Newell

Michelle G Parisot
  “Transitioning into Adulthood: Exploring the Educational Trajectories Among Undocumented Latinos”
  Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

*Michael B Quant
  “Hypnotic Susceptibility of Inpatient Adolescents”
  Major Professor Marty Sapp

Caitlin Elizabeth Reynolds
  “Perceived Climate in Urban Schools: An Examination of Risk-taking Behavior and Self-reported Beliefs Regarding Educational Attainment”
  Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

Holly M Wohlers
  “Exploring Community Reentry after Incarceration with Recently Released American Indian/Alaska Native Persons”
  Major Professor: Leah Rouse

ENGINEERING

Anju Bhatt
  “Analysis of Two State Nested Queue Model with Application in Healthcare”
  Major Professor: Jaejin Jang
Roonak Ghaderi
“Seismic Analysis of Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) Bridge Abutments with Modular Block Facing”
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Zahra Ghanian
“Quantitative Optical Studies of Oxidative Stress in Rodent Models of Retina and Lung Injuries”
Major Professor: Mahsa Ranji

Mehdi Gilaki
“Design for Safety: Characterization of Structural Impact on Lithium Ion Battery Packs”
Major Professor: Alya Avdeev

Yingying Gu
“Bayesian Methods and Applications to Unstructured Data”
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Seyed Ahmad Hamidi
“DC Line-Interactive Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) with Load Leveling for Medical Devices”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Randall Scott Jackson
“Validation of Reynolds Stress Model Using Direct Modeling and Actuator Disk Approaches for a Small Scale Wind Turbine”
Major Professor: Ryo Amano

Xin Li
“Multi-dimensional Assessment of Transit System Efficiency and Incentive-based Subsidy Allocation”
Major Professor: Yue Liu

Kamil S Samara
Major Professor: Hossein Hosseini

Seyedmohammadsadegh Shams
“Characterization of Effects of the Scratch and Waviness Defects on Composite Materials”
Major Professor: Rani El Hajjar

Yangping Sheng
“Effect of Pore Structure on Electrolyte Wetting in Lithium Ion Batteries”
Major Professor: Benjamin Church

Chao Sun
“Alternate Annotation Checkers Using Fractional Permissions”
Major Professor: John Boyland

Qudsia Tahmina
“Coding Strategies for Cochlear Implants under Adverse Environments”
Major Professor: Yi Hu

Rohit Ugle
“Performance Optimization of Onboard Lithium Ion Batteries”
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Xinxin Wang
“Numerical Modeling and Field Observation of Beach Groundwater Flow”
Major Professor: Qian Liao

Zhenyu Xu
“Numerical Simulation of Porous Media Drying Using Pore-network Models”
Major Professor: Krishina Pillai

ENGLISH

*Eric D Herhuth
“Animating Aesthetics: Pixar and Digital Culture”
Major Professor: Patrice Petro

Nicholas James Learned
“Critical Affects: Laughter as Critical method in First-year Composition Courses”
Major Professor: Dennis Lynch
*Kristin Prins
  “Materiality, Craft, Identity, and Embodiment: Reworking Digital Writing Pedagogy”
  Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Heejoung Shin
  “Queer Authority and Authorship in British Modernism: T. S. Eliot, W. B. Yeats, and Virginia Woolf”
  Major Professor: José Lanters

Angelee K Singh
  “Experience as Counterpoint: A Qualitative Study on the Traditions, Memories, and Narratives of First-Generation South Asian Migrants in the U.S.”
  Major Professor: Kumkum Sangari

*Rachael Sullivan
  “Interface Fantasies and Futures: Designing Human-Computer Relations in the Shadow of Memex”
  Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Thomas James Vollman
  “Tyne Darling: A Novel”
  Major Professor: George Clark

Scott Albert Winkler
  “The Meadow: A Novel”
  Major Professor: George Clark

Ruth E Wollersheim
  “Retrograde Returns of the American Housewife: Reimagining an Old Character in a New Millennium”
  Major Professor: Patrice Petro

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

*Thomas Achankunju Kalluvila
  “Ancestral Developmental Exposure to Methylmercury Induces Transgenerational Inheritance of Visual and Neurobehavioral Deficits”
  Major Professor: Michael Carvan III

FRESHWATER SCIENCES

*Francisco Xavier Mora Zamorano
  “Neurobehavioral and Gene Expression Effects of Early Embryonic Methylmercury Exposure in Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens) and Zebrafish (Danio rerio) Larvae”
  Major Professor: Michael Carvan III

GEOGRAPHY

Wenliang Li
  “Large-scale Urban Impervious Surfaces Estimation through Incorporating Temporal and Spatial Information into Spectral Mixture Analysis”
  Major Professor: Changshan Wu

GEOSICENCES

*Ashley A Dineen
  “Functional Diversity of Regional Marine Paleocommunities after the Permo-Triassic Mass Extinction: Case Studies from Panthalassa and Paleo-tethys”
  Major Professor: Margaret Fraiser

William Russell Jacobson
  “Field and Laboratory Study of the Flaajokull Glacier, Iceland”
  Major Professor: Thomas Hooyer

HEALTH SCIENCES

Binal Rohit Motawar
  “Investigation of Neural Mechanisms of Grip Relaxation”
  Major Professor: Na Jin Seo

Rhiannon M Seneli
  “Foot Joint Coupling and EMG Patterns in Habitual Forefoot and Rearfoot Runners”
  Major Professor: Stephen Cobb

HISTORY

*Brian Mueller
  “A Think Tank on the Left: The Institute for Policy Studies and Cold War America, 1963 – 1989”
  Major Professor: J David Hoeveler
INFORMATION STUDIES

Renee K Bennett-Kapusniak
“Baby Boomers and Technology: Factors and Challenges in Utilizing Mobile Devices”
Major Professor: Iris Xie

LINGUISTICS

*Siriporn Lerdpausalwong
“Perception Training of Thai Learners: American English Consonants and Vowels”
Major Professor: Hanyong Park

Abdellatif Oulhaj
“The Developmental Stages of the Acquisition of Arabic by Adult English-Speaking Learners: Processability Theory and the Formulaic Language”
Major Professor: Fred Eckman

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

*Chanho Cho
“Essays on Corporate Finance Issues”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng and Qinghai Wang

*Euisung Jung
“Three Essays on Enhancing Clinical Trial Subject Recruitment Using Natural Language Processing and Text Mining”
Major Professors: Hemant Jain and Atish Sinha

Jiaxi Luo
“Three Research Essays on Friend Recommendation Systems for Online Social Networks”
Major Professors: Atish Sinha and Huimin Zhao

*Jiao Wu
“Three Research Essays on Human Behaviors in Social Media”
Major Professor: Mark Srite

*Yu Zhao
“Three Research Essays on the Effects of Culture across IT Diffusion Within Social Networks, Organizations, and Hospitals”
Major Professor: Mark Srite

MATHEMATICS

*Ram S Adhikari
“A Weak Simpson Method for a Class of Stochastic Differential Equations and Numerical Stability Results”
Major Professor: Bruce Wade and Chao Zhu

*Jesse D Feller
“Random Iteration of Rational Maps”
Major Professor: Suzanne Boyd

*Wayne A Johnson
“Multivariate Hilbert Series of Lattice Cones and Homogeneous Varieties”
Major Professor: Jeb Willenbring

*Dawn Marie Kopacz
“Predictability of Sea Ice near Bifurcations”
Major Professor: Kyle Swanson

Noriyuki Sugiyama
“The Great Lakes’ Regional Climate Regimes”
Major Professor: Sergey Kravtsov

Hung Cong Tran
“Relative Divergence, Subgroup Distortion, and Geodesic Divergence”
Major Professor: Chris Hruska

PHYSICS

*Manoj Kumar Kashyap
“Theoretical Study of Magnetoelectric Effects in Noncentrosymmetric and Cuprate Superconductors”
Major Professor: Daniel Agterberg

*Shivani Rajput
“Tunneling Experiments with Dirac Electrons in Graphene Heterojunctions”
Major Professor: Lian Li

NURSING

Beth Cusatis Phillips
“Clinical Decision Making in Last Semester Senior Baccalaureate Nursing Students”
Major Professor: Karen Morin
Doctoral Degrees

Jason James Tenboer
“Time-resolved, Near Atomic Resolution Structural Studies at the Free Electron Laser”
Major Professor: Marius Schmidt

Koki Yokoi
“Theoretical Investigation of Interactions and Relaxation in Biological Macromolecules”
Major Professor: Valerica Raicu

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Wondeuk Cho
“U.S. Economic Statecraft and Impacts on Target Nations”
Major Professor: Steven Redd

Shawn Christopher Fettig
“Preferred Institutions: Public Views on Policy”
Major Professor: Sara Benesh

*Cassio Muniz
“Ideology versus Clientelism: Modernization and Electoral Competition in Brazil”
Major Professor: Natasha Sugiyama

*Peng Yu
“Politics of Xu: Body Politics in China”
Major Professor: Kennan Ferguson

PSYCHOLOGY

*RaeAnn Anderson
“Not Getting Out While There is Still Time? Behavioral Response to Threat as a Possible Mechanism of Sexual Revictimization”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

*Matthew Capriotti
“Comparing Fixed-amount and Progressive-amount Schedules of Reinforcement for Tic Suppression”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

*Flint Espil
“A Long Term Follow Up to a Randomized Controlled Trial of Comprehensive Behavioral Intervention for Tics”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee

*Ajeng Puspitasari
“A Randomized Controlled Trial of an Online, Modular, Active Learning Training Program for Behavioral Activation Treatment for Depression”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

*Megha Sehgal
“Co-localization of Learning-related Intrinsic and Synaptic Plasticity”
Major Professor: James Moyer

*Lauren Taubitz
“Facilitating Visual Selective Attention via Monetary Reward: The Influence of Feedback, Hedonic Capacity, and Lifetime Major Depressive Disorder”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

SOCIAL WORK

*Colleen Janczewski
“Differential Response and Agency Decision Making: A National Study of Child Neglect Cases”
Major Professor: Steven McMurtry

SOCIOLOGY

*Mark A Caldwell
“Health of the Nation: The Impact of Racial and Income Segregation on Food Insecurity in the United States”
Major Professor: Marcus Britton

Maureen Elizabeth Pylman
“Did Magnet Schools Improve Student Educational Outcomes as Tools of Desegregation?”
Major Professor: William Velez

URBAN EDUCATION

Mary Assumpta Ayikue
“Literacy among Women in the Villages of Ghana”
Major Professor: Regina Smith
Ann Marie Hillman  
“Disciplinary Literacy: A Case Study on How Secondary Teachers Engage Students in Disciplinary Discourses”  
Major Professor: Tania Habeck

Patrick Parise  
“A Case Study of University Change”  
Major Professor: Alfonzo Thurman

**URBAN STUDIES**

*Jennifer T. Fink*  
“Assessing the Impact of an Incentivized Employee Wellness Program on Participation and Weight”  
Major Professor: Douglas Ihrke

Antonio G Guajardo Jr  
“Incorporation of Latino Police Officers into the Milwaukee Police Department: How a Group of Latino Police Officers Shed the ‘Blue Shield’ for a Latino Identity”  
Major Professor: Joseph Rodriguez

**DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE**

*Stephanie Marie Brasser*  
*Wanda K Burns*  
*Melissa Marie Dabel*  
*Andrew M Hargarten*  
*Tao Lee*  
*Kaitlin Ann Meier*  
*Gwendolyn M Perry-Brye*  
*Giovanna Plouffe*  
*Amy Marie Shockley*  
*Megan Beth Teed*

**DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY**

Lauren Vermillion
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Erica Nagy
Amy Lynn Waters
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning

Wesley J. Brice
Richard Owen VanDerWal
Frank Robert Zimmerman

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science

Megan Sauer

HISTORY/LIBRARY SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science

Charles Richard Tonelli

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning

Mackenzie Lyle Walters

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Dorian Maurice Anderson
Jennifer M. Balogh
Lindsay Marie Barbeau
Angela Marie Grorud Benson
Jacob John Beschta
Amy A. Destache
Sandra J. Dickinson
Jenny Renee Greiber
Jean Guequiere
Jacob W. Haag-Haegele
Crystal Hayward
Valerie Jean Hodgson
Kelly Ann Hoks
Jayne Holland
Tammy Marie Howard
Marolyn Vernice Johnson
Chelsea Michelle Malicki
Rhode Enid Marquez
Susie Marie McGinnity
Jennifer Meindel
Andrew John Miller
Alexandra Molitor
Elizabeth Multerer
James Michael Nelson
Byron Markus O’Bayley
Julie A. O’Connor
Tricia Ann Perez
Lacey Linnea Piekariski
Cynthia Ann Reindl
Alexander Jon Riehle
Margaret M. Schmidt
Lori A. Steckert
Jesse Allen Singleton
Gayle Jamaal Smaller Jr
Tyler Bradley Stahl
Halli Nicole Stewart

Jose D. Trejo
Foua Vang
Maria Anne Walsch
Bonnie Kaitlin Zolenas

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science

Havah Ilana Cohn-Mitchell
Jeremy A. Doyle
Sean Ryan Draxler
Amanda Jean Epping
Antoinette Elizabeth
Fafara-Thompson
Rebecca Rae Fetzer
Peter John Geraci
Jamie Patrick Henry
Sarah Frances Klingmancole
Barbara Ellen McClendon
Victor Manuel Ponte
Erin Mary Pruhs
Cara Melissa Reeves
Sara Teresa Romond
Jessica Lynn Skinner

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture

Claire Gibbons
Minchao Hou
Shan Huang
Mike Thomas Karrels
Amanda Marie Koch
Ryan Robert Mork
Amber Jean Piacentine
Mark Ryan Roeder
John Paul Rothe
Joseph Franklin Thrasher II
Jake Michael Weyrauch
Junshi Zhao
Nick Zachary Zukauskas
ART
Master of Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Chadwick Jickling Noellert
Katherine Mary Prange
Michael Andrew Ware

ART EDUCATION
Master of Science
Anna Ruth Grosch

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts
Nora Jimenez
Marin Sean Kniskern
Anna M. Kupiecki
Samantha Jo Landre
Katherine Rafferty
Jordan Michael Severson
Leigh Maraget Wilcox

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Allysa Hallett
Heidi L. Hargarten
Matthew Christopher Pickens
Maria Elizabeth Rodriguez-Ronderos
Jason Stephen Servi

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Sahar Ali Alkheem
Krystal Marie Bach
Lyndsey Sandra Crump
Neil Clayton Madisen
Catherine Knox Stalvig

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Ashley Alfredson
Laura Alsteen
Michael Armstrong
Javairia Asad

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Executive MBA
Master of Business Administration
Stuart J. Armstrong
Charlotte Cannon-Sain
Jorge Alberto Colmenero
Shaun Michael Dennis
Anne L. Foerster
Michael Lee Frank
Tony John Gibowski
Todd Alan Iossi

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science
Zhe Cao
Kaniz Fatema
Marie E. Nider

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts
Kristopher Jason Heindel
Kelsea Vadona Kohler

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science
Haley Elizabeth Barbeau
Haley Joan Carey
Taylor Kate Dummer
Megan Jane Eisele
Ellen Jane Geier
Taylor Lee Hanson
Urszula Julian
Peter Kao
Karly Joanna Klago
Corissa Kroenke
Amber Lynn Kucharski
Laura Anne Norene
Kelsey Elizabeth Oswald
Kay Ryder
Megan Nicole Schaeuble
Richelle K. Shimek
Taryn A. Stricker
Tiffany Ann Vanlandingham
Chelsea Morgan Wolf
Kristin Michelle Zenz
Kate Leslie Zuba

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science

Alaa Mohammed Alsharif
Arwa Mohammed Alsubhi
Anthony Bell
Weiheng Chen
Chandana Devabaktina
Andrew Ray Eggebeen
Jason Michael Ford
Vijayram Gopu
Eric Jordan Hitt
Erik Johansson
Sean Michael Jones
Krishna Karthik Kadapa
Jeffrey Warren Miller
Matthew Fisher Mulvey
Eli Moss Rosenberg
Md Abdul Halim Sarkar
Keyuri Shah
Chuanbo Wang

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science

Jordan Jeffrey Gawronski
Meghan Mary Wieklnski

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
Master of Science

George Howard Johnson Jr
Mary D. King
Luke J. Waldo
Char Yang

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science

Robin Adams
Adetoun Atewogboye
Cynthia Bush
Sara Ann Champeau
Matthew Ryan Delagrange
Laura Ann Dobroth
Jessica Fehl
Kathy Lynn Hennig
Brianne Lynn Hill
Brittany Callin Jadin
Susan Jayne Kenny
Koryn Koneazny
Kiah Loomer
Timothy Andrew Meyer
Steven A. Olenchek
Margaret Patricia Pascavis
Christa Lynn Roscha
Yosef Yaacov Scott
Brenna Charlotte Skelly
Nathan Snieg
Alison Marie White
Megan Young
David Leonard Zaniewski
Heather Jean Zukewich

ECONOMICS
Master of Arts

Caroline Cox
Kyle Curtiss
Chen Huang
Maklonjwa Theodore- Mashoba
Joseph Remington Vlasak
Zhongkun Wang

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Tanner Steven Amundson
Christopher T. Archer
Rebecca Barney
Catherine Burns
Nakkita Coburn
Alyssa D. Dahmer
Ruslana Ennis
Aaron James Evans
Dayleen Ivette Flores
Cory Lee Frazer
Stephan A. Gunn
Sara Held
Camron Lee Hinckle
Carl Alexander January Jr
Micca Ann Leider
Michael Colin Lutz
Kurt Gerard Maurer
Isabelle Meika Margaret-Mousseau
Julia Ann Newcomb
Margaret Caroline Ojeda
Stephanie Lynn Olson
Carrie Peterson
Jessica Lauren Rozeck
Tanisha Shana Schowalter
Anna Kristina Scott
Christopher Stancato
Sarah Emily Stegmaier
Stephanie Weltzin
Tricia Christine Young

ENGINEERING
Master of Science

Aiham Alsik
Edgar G. Amaca
Sherine Anani
Paul Augustine
Mohamed Salem Baitelmal
Mohammad Hasan Balali
Brett Joel Bevers
Yuzhe Cao
Paula Estefania Cedillo
Rex Chin-Hao Chen
Xi Chen
Chao Cheng
Po Hsueh Chiu
Jeffrey P. Colker Jr
Paul Andrew Cunningham
Sean Clements Cunningham
Sara Dashhi
Paul William Eserkaln
David Eugenio Figueroa
Wei Fu
Wusheng Guo
Michael Lee Hamman
Ebtases Hazbavi
Alexa Hernandez Principe
Wen Huan Hsieh
Benjamin Hynes
continued

ENGINEERING

FangLue Ju
David Eugene Kanning
Aleysha Marie Kobiske
Arun Kumar Koralagundi Matt
Brent Raymond Kriha
Francis Kunfira
Xiao Liang
Brad Allen Lindner
Yang Liu
Yuxi Liu
Patrick Dylan Loshek
Lingke Mao
Azadeh Mazaheri
Bryan Miletta
Joshua Robert Mitchell
Mohamadreza Moini
Azam NabiZadehdarabi
Amar Mahavir Nikhanj
Narjes Nouri
Tamara Kasim Omari
Xiang Pan
Erika Mae Pliner
Joseph Micheal Seidl
Mahya Sheikhzadeh
Daniel Joseph Silkey
VenkataKrishnan Siruvalore
Lakshminarayanan
Christopher John Storms
Jeffrey Jay Sugar
Yang Sun
Sulekha Tamvada
Ming Wang
Trevor Alan Williams
Yanchen Xu
Jacob Zimmerman

ENGLISH

Master of Arts

Ibtisam Mohammad Abujad
Fallon Anastasia Bubacy
Lauren Jean Haufier
Kirin Jamali
Gillian Lester-George
de-Montesinos
Jessica Retzlaff

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

Master of Science

Garrik Theron Bertin
Lynn Marie Buhrow
Loucricia Marie Carson
Iurma Castaneda
Maggie K. Ferguson
Darlinee Teresa Kambwa
Stephanie Erica Krellwitz
Shana Alean Lucas
Kate Bedrosian Piifer
Maria Magdalena Ramirez-Acevedo

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY

Master of Science

Jessiah Bennett
Chelsea Marie Corson
Stephen Edward Devilbiss
Laura Rachel Fields-Sommers
Christopher Michael Groff
Adrian J. Koski
Keith Krukowski
Michael Patrick Montenero
Jeremiah Joseph Morrissey
Erin Elizabeth Olshesfski
Dylan S. Olson
Richard John Pire
Timothy Michael Schierenbeck
Hayley Anne Templar
Mera Yi

GEODEMY

Master of Arts
Master of Science

Patience T. Farmer
Thomas John Welcenbach
Stephen Robert Appel

GEOSCIENCES

Master of Science

Jackson Graham
Ethan Guyant
Sarah Rose Survis

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS

Master of Science

Jeremy Michael Harris
Anagha Prathamesh Kulkarni
Sudeep Sabbithi

HISTORY

Master of Arts

Catherine Barrett Abbott
Ruth Page Jones
Carl Bryan Monk
Brooke Summer Uhl

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS

Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations

Chelsea Kristen Hall
Nikita Joshi
Omodesola A. Kasim
Melissa Rose Wagner

KINESIOLOGY

Master of Science

Arthur Joseph D’Amato
Courtney Wynne Fisher
Katie Joanna Hishmeh
Maegan Lynn O’Connor
Matthew Thomas Russo
Tanner Trepasso

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION

Master of Arts

Selima Ben Chagra
Laura Blaser
Keara Lee Engelhardt
Barbara Gasquet Carrera
Sophie Lohmeier
Yasmine Musa
Annalisa Nash
Sara Autumn Shockey
Samantha Lynn Sullivan

24
LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE

Master of Library and Information Science

Joanna Rose Bares
Elizabeth Lincoln Bransky
Jodi Brown
Christopher Mun-Jit Chan
Qianwen Chen
Ronald Chhay
Steven Benjamin Cohn
Angela Marie Cox
Laura Ashley Cray
Jason Conrad Davis
Kathleen Nicole Donelson
Edward Driedger
Bryan Franklyn Ericson
Leah Elizabeth Joseph- Ervanian
Christopher Flaherty
Tobias Jacob Fudge
Johanna Leigh Gasper
Marina K. Georgieva
Elizabeth Giles
Alexandra Marie Gruentzel
Michelle Lee Hawkins
Julia Huddleston
Shangching Cheng Huitzacua
Caitlin Elizabeth Kempainen
Heather Eileen Kent
Marissa Odette Kings
Heather Lynn Kinkade
Nancy Celeste Kirkpatrick-Bond
Mary Elizabeth Koch
Bradley James Kuennen
Deborah Ann LaBarbera
Ingrid Angela Larson
Cassandra Christina-Marie Lull
Cecily S.H. Nicewicz
Megan Marie Pagel
Kathryn Louise Pierce
Charles Quinn
Howard Max Rakes
Aruna Ramasaamy
Raquel Lillian Rand
Carrie Lynn Richmond
Jennifer Lynn Roberts
Maria-Kristina Schmitt
Chelsie Louise Schuette
Debra Schwabe McGrath
Brett Anderson Siegel
Randy Nelson Smith

Hongxia Song
Felicia Renae Sassenhagen-Spadoni
Kathryn Mary Sullivan
Emily Marie Terasa
Thomas Carr Visscher
Taylor Elizabeth Weinfurter
Jessica Nicole Zimmerman

LINGUISTICS

Master of Arts

Amani Alzahrani

MANAGEMENT

Master of Science

Archana Anand
Michael Duane Anger
Dustin Baribeau
Trevor Drew Bawden
Adam R. Bogner
Katherine Elizabeth Bourne
Ryan Christopher Braman
Adam Donald Bruk
Izazell Rochelle Chambliss
Brandon Chappell
Tony Chau
Kehan Chen
Samir Chokshi
Dina Dakwar
Mallory Lynn Davis
Joseph Charles Degeneffe
Joseph Stephen DeNucci
Sree Dicipally
Buqing Ding
Kevin K. T. Dinh
Dragana Drazic
Kelsey Anne Eckert
Katherine Nicole Ethington
Michael Fishman-Salnick
Megan Violet Frank
Regina Johanna Griffith
Henry Grundle
John David Heisler
Jessica Lynn Hendricks
Nicholas A. Henika
Erica Marie Hermann
Ken Hoang
Nicole Dawn Hoffmann
Emiko Inoue
William Anthony Iwaskiewicz III

Kyle Nicholas Johnston
Esha Joshi
Christopher Murphy Kearns Jr
Rebecca Lynn Kenitzer
Rawi Khateeb
Julie Marie Kiley
Steven Patrick Kinnear
MacArthur Kirksey II
Karnica Kochar
Jaimie Gabriel Krueger
Wade Kusik
Wesley Ryan Lamb
Shawn Lee Langness
Maria Grace Linn
Juan Liu
Qianyun Liu
Janette Mamedova
Scott Emmett Marr
Alex Richard May
Craig McKendrick
Shuo Mi
Janelle Jean Mikulice
Andrew Robert Mirsky
Meng Moua
Xiaofei Mu
Nutan Narway
Samantha Marie Nash
Elise Marie Nickel
Christopher Paul Olson
Bret O’Neal
Usha D. Paidisety
Josee Elena Palamar
James Anthony Panek Jr
Michael Jason Pankowski
Jacob Randall Peters
Anna Preobrazhenskaya
Paige Radke
Chris Robinson
Alexandria Rodriguez
Christina Scheppmann
David Allen Schmidt
Jonathan Patrick Schwab
Jennifer Sennett
Ian J. Smedema
Marko Torbica
Jacob Edward Walker
Erik Michael Walsh
Allison Theresa Weber
Wei Wei
Riley James Weiner
Katie Weiss
Nathan Farrell Welchlin
continued

MANAGEMENT

Brian Andrew Wiegele
Luke David Wiesemann
Samuel Willard
Ryan Wittmann
Kristen Marie Young
Dijana Zoric

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science

Banabithi Bose
Ryan Durham Evans
Mark Jacobs
Thomas Anthony Ventimiglia
Nathaniel Brownell White

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts

Ethan Thomas Collins
Megan C. Connor
Mark Joseph Irving

MUSIC
Master of Music

Robert Scott Davis
Josh M. Lane
Kirstin Margit Roble
Krystal Marie Rutzen
Xiyao Zhao

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Christine D’Amato
Marina Dimitrijevic
Erin Brophy Frederick
Benjamin Michael Martinez
Terrance George Maxwell III
Michael Ernest Moore

NURSING
Master of Science

Mercy Ebere Arim

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science

Lauren Kelly Anderson
Marie Anderson
Alexandra Violet Blok
Elizabeth Rose Borkovec
Christine Joan Borkowicz
Christopher Richard Burckardt
Emma Leigh Coffman
Georgia Jane Molloy Curran
Samantha Ann Davis
McKenna Ann Donegon
Jessica Lynne Gall
Aaron Thomas Grimmer
Kimberly A. Grogan
Judy Anne Gum
Lindsey Shea Herman
Lisl Marie Holper
Brianna Chelsea John
Anna Denise Konkol
Lydia Ruth Lambert
Katie Lazar
Erica Leigh Lemmermann
Lindsey Rose Marszalkowski
Moriah Isabel Fleck Mitchell
Michael Jason Moks
Melissa Robin Moore
Emily Beth Nowicki
Nelly Paul
Catherine Ann Rietveld
Aaron Roelli
Elizabeth Ann Seidel
Diana Lynn Stevenson
Rachelle Suchla
Basya S. Tarlow
Marita Verhalen
Molly Kay Verink
Maggie Villez
Epros Renee Weiss
Katelyn Sue White
Stefanie Ann Woelfel

PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts

Benjamin Risley Balcom
Jennifer Cafarella
Renata Carvalho Barreto
Nazli Dinkel
Jennifer Anne Glaws

Jared Porter Hutchinson
Courtney Kramer Petrocci
Paige Porter
Matthew Angelo Rossoni
Natalie Dyann Teichmann
Christina Joy Woodrow

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts

Kyoung Min Cho
Craig Berchet Knepley
Evan I. Spencer

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Jessica Kate Adams
Nicole Christine Ferrara
Michael James Harman
Sai He
Dmitriy Kazakov
Jessica Kowalke
Brittany Ann LeBlanc
Elena Kay Rotondo
Stephan Gordon Siwiec

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration

Ryan John Hansel
Andrew George Hoyer-Booth
Christine Louise Sweeney

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health

Erika Christenson
Melissa Lee Harris
Katrina Alyssa Lenz

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Shannon M. Alberi
Leah Marie Andreini
Sharon Azinger
Gregory Barden
Sarah Raquel Benitez
Jenna Kathryn Berkley
Katelyn Julie Blatter
Melissa Block
Amber Lynn Bloom
Katelyn Mae Bruss
Grace Meaghan Bryant
Wyatt Caldwell
Brendan Carlson
Angela Nicole Catania
Kylie Marie Cherpes
Emily Laura Coenen
Andrea Elizabeth Crump
Kathleen Cullen
Sarah Lynne Curtin
Heather Marie Dade
Sarah Nicole Denu
Kayla Dunning
Jessica Ann Evenson
Leah Finch
Rebekah Schmidt Fiorenza
Karlie Ann Francour
Shae Lynn Franke
Sarah Disbrow Freimuth
Jessica Lee George
Sophia Joy Gianou
Jovan S. Goodman
Andrea Elizabeth Juliana
  Guenther-Pal
Callie Elizabeth Haag
Kelly Leigh Hagerty
Laura E. Halonen
Mallorie Elizabeth Hebeker
Melissa Hellen
Rebekah Marie Johnson
Megan Elizabeth Kadrich
Jenna Marie Kerin
Rajish Nabil Clifford Kerns
Latoya Kirton
Julie A. Kobach
Megan Elizabeth Krauss
Molly Elizabeth Laabs
Sarah Fay Laverack
Lauren Ashleigh Lycan
Debora Beth Magill
Laura Renee Maki
Rachel M. Mancl
Yvette Marie Mason
Tanya Lynn McLean
Corynne M. Meiser
Aimee Marie Metzger
Nicole Marie Milheiser
Kayla Evette Murphy

Andrew Scott Neumeyer
Jennifer Karla Nohr
Jolene Rose Obrien
Mary Margaret Oelke
Leah Hattie Olson
Emily Ann Pagel
Megan Ann Pena
Abigail Marie Phillips
Laura President-Seeley
Laura Marie Reitz
Christina Marie Reschke
Tiffany Shanay Rodriguez
Veronica Guadalupe Sandoval
Angie Nichole Sas
Grace Katherine Schimmel
Katy Marie Schmidt
David Patrick Schuster
Daniel A. Scoville
Mary Ellen Spaulding
Amber Lynn Steltz
Edward Rondale Suggs
Katherine Ann Talbott
Kelsey Jean Thompson
Kinsey Patricia Thompson
Natasha Toman
Molly Marie Wegner
Adam Lee Wesner
Kayla Christine Williamson
Bradley Michael Wing Jr
Donna Irene Zewen-Rossmann

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts
Marcella Jeanne BlomWillis
Alexander Vincent Bryan
Elisabeth Frances Callahan
Sabrina Del Moral
Katherine Elizabeth Fredricks
Kaitlin Lentz
Shaw Henry Ruppel

SPANISH
Master of Arts
Atzin Elizabeth Baires-Moctezuma
Erica Lisette Ramirez

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning
Stephan Kurdas
Hannah Joy Mog
Kayla Sue Reithmeyer
Alexander Walker
Lu Zhu

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science
Kari Lee Egerstrom Collins
Madeline Mary Riordan
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Scott Emmons

Angel D. Alexander
Nathanial John Allar*
Eric David Ash*
Jacob Clarence Baker
Samuel Richard Benyon
Trenton Jeffery Biersack
Andi May Bissen
James Earl Blakes
Michael Robert Bourne*
Bianca Ann Margaret-Brandolino
Tricia Ann Breimon
Daniel Broderick
Blanche C. Brown*
Candace K. Cherry*
Madeline M. Chitwood
Elizabeth Ebsen Christensen*
Rachel Elizabeth Clark
Kathryn Virginia Kostopoulos
Joseph David Kotlan
Lynell Elizabeth Kream*
Juniper Yun Kruser*
Sam P. Lastrapes*
Kelly Christine Layde*
Nancy Lee
Nathaniel Carl Lindemann
Changoumei Liu
Danielle Jean Lohuis*
Kho Lor
Samuel Tyler Ludwig
Jason Luu
Brian James Lynch
Ryan Patrick Mahony
Marianna E. Marks*
Amber Corrine Martin*
Joseph Anthony Massanisso
Jacob Michael Meer
Lauren Jaye Miller
Aspen May Mitchell
Logan Keith Mitchell
Leah Byrnes Montesinos
Carolina Patricia Mulvey
Mina Na
Casey G. Olson
Travis Eric Paget
Elizabeth Jane Parsons*
Beulah Ann Peters
Emily Faye Peterson
Phillip Delain Peterson
Anna Kristine Pfefferkorn*
Madeleine Gaia Pitsch
Katherine Nicole Potkonjak*
Carmen Marie Quinlivan
Jorge Quintero-Troetsch
Lydia Ramoo
Michelle Elizabeth Renaud
Stephanie Patricia Ruditys
Elizabeth Anne Salvaggio*
Leyton Elizabeth Schiebel
Cody James Schmitt*
Zoe Jean Schwartz*
Carly Rae Sears
Moira Siobhan Shaughnessy
Matthew Ryan Simonis
Corey Michael Smith
Nicholas J. Smith
Kevin Stacy Smock*
Natalya Sorin
Jonah Thomas Spaay*
Nathanael Louis Stevenson
Rebecca Krausert Sykalski
Laura Jean Talaska*
Jessica Lynn Thornbury*
Josh Joseph VandenaVond
Melissa Ann Vesel*
Deanna Imani Washington
Alyssa Ann Weis
Danielle Elizabeth Wright*
Adam Damon Wynne

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

Johnathan Hugh Bartol*
Jacob Philip Beck
Tessa Lynn Begay
Mitchell Frank Branscombe
Nicholas David Bree
Thomas Robert Brown
Anna H. Czajkowska
Lauren Haley DeBack
Brenton William Distin
Devon Elizabeth Drachenberg
Daniel Raymond Fischer
Alexandra Hilary Gooch
Miles James Hass
Casey Paul Helmrath
Luke Anthony Jacques
Kasey Dorothy King

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Taylor Lee Korslin*
Derek Gerald Kratochwill
Kaley Ann Kretsch
Zechariah Alan Krueger
Eddy Grey Martinez
Godson J. Mollol
Milivoje Momcilovic
Emily Rose Neal
Nathan Ogren
Brandon Albert Pintar
Grace Marie Ricca
Keli Elizabeth Rice
Zachary Samuel Rowe
Eduardo Sanchez*
Taha Jamal Shawar
Alexa Corinne Stewart*
Timothy David Stoltz
Christian Alexander Stone
Michael Devin Strackbein
Luke Thomson*
He Zhang*

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Interim Dean Kanti Prasad
Bachelor of Business Administration

Steven Douglas Abair*
Carice Adams
Heba Ali Al Nasif
Abdulaziz Ahmed M Alafif
April Albanese
Abdullah Alduways
Samar Saud Alfaraj
Faisal Fahad Aljehani
Faisal Almadhi
Majed Abdulaziz Almutairi*
Tariq Ali Alzahrani
Bridget Rae Amacher*
John Aniol
Leo Ryan Arendt
Rebecca Jean Arensten
Dustin Paul Ashley*
Brooke Theresa Ballas
Erin Lee Ballweg
Dana Bartman*
Kyle Daniel Bartsch
Noah Michael Baryenbruch*
Matthew Edward Basteys
Samuel John Batley
Daniel Timothy Baxa
Susanna Louise Berman
Zachary Beyer
Erika Beuze
Brent Alexander Bigico
Bryan James Blair
Shereen Stephen Blood
Dominic Schultz Boggio
Kelli Jean Bollom
John Michael Borkowski
Joshua S. Bouche
Ashley Sai Bounnavong
Eric Raymond Brauagh
Jacob Daniel Bronowski
Aleiah Brown
Fernando Rafael Caraballo
Desree Dawn Carpenter
Michael Wayne Carpenter*
Carlos Carrillo
Cody Nicholas Casper*
Cory Steven Censky
Tomas Rene Cerrillo
Sivid Chang
Lesha Lynn Chaon
Sam David Clement
Jenna Marie Coenen
Alex Cole*
Lauren Elizabeth Collins*
James Augustine Cooney
Tony Michael Cravillion
Colin Robert Dettlaff*
Crystal Margaret Dettmann
Lindsey Ann Dickhut*
Gregory Michael Diny
Stephanie Nicole Dunne*
Chloe Hannah Duston
Jon Patrick Edquist
Jordan Ehrhardt
Elliot Eichinger
Zachary Thomas Evans
Brent Micheal Fahlgren
Kathleen Faraca
Ryan Michael Faust
Emily Feiten
Kevin Joseph Flerlage
Scott Folger
Lucia Abigail Foth
Cody James Fredrickson
Amanda Lea Frey
Brittney Autumn Fuchs*
Sewit Gebrehiwot-Geberemariam
Emily Geiger*
Theresa Kristine Geis
Richard Grange
Michael Scott Gray
Justin Joseph Gresbach
Jordan Austin Griffin
Ryan Gene Guetzow
Bilal Hamid
David Davon Hammock
Jared John Hansen
Benjamin Michael Harpster
Matthew Joseph Haughn
Matthew John Heimerl
Lauren Margaret Henderson
Brian Evan Hessler
Ryan Hetzel
Paige Jae Hinkle
Cathryn Anne Hintz
Ceara Keysha Hintz
Meaghan Lynn Hoadley
Amy L. Horne
Karly Michelle Horowitz
Christopher David Horsley*
John David Hrabosky
Austin William Hundt
Jonathan Timothy Hunt
Matthew Imperiale*
Amber L. Jackson
Taylor Robert Jahnke
Cassandra Helen James
Mark James Jassak*
Daniel Jewell
Zhi Hang Jiang
Angela Marie Job
Andrew Joseph Johnson
Ashley Denise Johnson
Erik Robert Johnson
Michael Anthony Johnson
Donneshia Renee Joiner*
Maureen Delaney Jossart
Aaron Jushka
Jonathan Kaevongphet
Desara Kalogiropoulos*
Miranda Marie Karnitz
Jenna Marie Kaschinske
Chelsea Abigail Keel
Riley Brianne Kelly
Joseph Zachary Kern
Korbin Ray Klausen*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Kathryn Mary Klokner
Aaron Kenneth Kluz
Tony Knall
Hee Ung Ko
Katie Lynn Kohlmeyer
Momcilo Kojic*
Tsimeng Joe Kong
Artem Konovchenko
Krystal Rose Kopps
Paul Jason Korab
Nicholas John Korom
Kathryn Marie Koscak
George Koutroumanos
Douglas Richard Kramer
Kyle David Kretschmann*
Jakob Jeffrey Kuhrt
Cory Michael Laabs
Kaylie Marie Ladwig
Caitlin Susan LaJoie
Philip Harold Lange
Michael Tyler Larsen
Lindsey Rae Lauck
Matthew Colin Lawonn
Olivia Lee*
Sherry Lee
Mitchel Douglas Lenski
John Robert Leow
Benjamin Shin Woo Lerche
John Thomas Levi
La Frisko Lewis
Joshua David Lindsey
Amanda Lynn Lisiak
Bradley Gordon Litton
Brittany Michelle Lueck
Megan Nicole Lynch*
Yingxuan Ma
Brandon James Mader
Isiah Daniel Mader
Adam Robert Mahnke
Philip Randall Malko
Joshua John Manske
Matthew John Martin
Reed R. Martin
Jason Lee Matias
Ryan James McCampbell
Morgan McCollins
Joseph Scott McCorkel
Christian Cordell McDade
Leslie Anne Mengeling
David A. Meyran
James Barry Middlebrook
John Willis Miller
Brian Lee Minor
Naiha Shahid Mirza
Jacob Daniel Mitchell
Nick Rush Moes
Marissa Ann Molitor
Jesus Fernando Morales
Corri Morgan
Chou Moua
Evan John Muschinske
Sean Allan Nack
Nathan Alan Nauman
Paige Alexis Nelson*
Ashley Ann Nevinski
Theodore Nightingale
Michael Wayne Obenauf
Jacob Scot O’Brien
Okikuni Okabe
Aidan Michael James O’Reilly*
Tanya Shahrazad Outemzabet
Mishal Panchal
Hiren Hitendra Patel
Rayan Jonathan Perera
Charnelle Cree Pinson
Kayla Rose Potter*
Tom Potter
Mariani Pouchert*
Danielle Powell
Peter James Preston
Eric John Preuss
Payne Nathaniel Quass
Christopher Michael Rasmussen
Emma Marie Raymond
Sydney Elizabeth Reider
Thomas Chang Renner
Molly E. Rinehart
Christopher Michael Robinette
Michael David Rogalski
John Henry Rothe
Tevin Mitchell Roundtree
Daniel Saavedra
Xiomary Sanchez Rodriguez*
Zaysha Marie Sandwick
Andrea Lynn Sarnowski*
Sabrina Bernice Schaefer*
Jordan Schmidt
Sarah Shae Schmitt
Luke Leonard Schulz
Benjamin George Schuster
John Seidl
Adam Christopher Seitz
Gregory J. Shanks
Mu Kyung Shin*
Gurcharan Singh
Cameren Edward Smith
Rachael Michelle Smith
Yasha Sosunov
Jacqueline Marie Spillius
Emily Christina Spitzer
Abigail Irene Steindorf
Charles Bayard Strauss
Andrew Michael Swan
Frederick Joseph Sweda*
William Jason Szijjakowski
Sidney Morgan Taber
Katie Elizabeth Taylor
Pachia Thao
Bre-Ann Lexus Thompson
Joshua Valentine
Ryan Jacob VanDerWal*
Heng Wanglue Vang
Natalie Lee Vang
Panxia Vang
Zingkong Vang
Jonathan Michael Vargas*
Luis A. Vergara
Jami Volgmann
Jay Richardson Wallace
Tyler Thomas Walters
Richard Wang
Xiaoyi Wang
Meghan Kathleen Warren
Latoya Latrice Washington
Mollie Irene Weaver*
Rebecca Rachel Wehrhahn
Steven Fredrick Wettstein
Jaclyn Danielle Whitaker
Mark Wieting
Harrison Douglas Wilkes
Brent Jason Williams
Troy Robert Williamson*
Catherine Elizabeth Willkomm*
Lauren Willman
Corey Wood
Jake Jared Wood

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Amanda Xiong
Bao Xiong
Billy Blong Xiong
Gaolee Yang
Johnson Yang
Vee Lai Yang
Yuxin Yin
Cord David Young*
Daniel Joseph Zamaites
Dominic Anthony Zanoni
Wenjia Zhang
Nicole Catherine Zumstein

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Alan Shoho
Bachelor of Science

Patricia Alaka
Emily Grace Amundson*
Nico Ayvazzadeh*
Thomas Robert Bailey*
Ericka Lake Balistreri*
Stephanie Marie Bandlow
Elizabeth Kristie Beistle
Kayla Marie Binner*
Gabrielle Ayn Bohan
Carrie Delores Bowie
Stephanie M. Braley*
Jennifer Rose Braun
Fatoumata Camara
Jacarrie Marquis Carr
Melanie Elizabeth Chanos*
Janet Catherine Chmielewski*
Samanta Kay Collura*
Aimee Marie Dobersztyn*
Laura Doll*
MacKenzie Marie Dunham
Brittany Lee Endisch
Haley Marie Evanoff*
Talia Fierek
Nathan Christopher Fox*
Matthew John Freiburger
Jaquelyn Garratt
Lauren Marie Glowacki
Kayla Jean Gratz*
Christina Michelle Hill*
Darren Hill
Rosale Horton
Jessica Marie Hrdina
Samantha Kay Hurkmans*
Igoni Igoni
Elizabeth Jeraldine Ihm*
Chavandalyn Deloris Jackson
Amy Lynn Johnson
CaSandra Johnson
Dalia Johnson
Doris Lynette Jones
Natalie Patricia Kehoe
Samantha Kay Kessenich*
Jennifer Elizabeth Konkel*
Jessica Jacqueline Rose Lakin*
Taylor Lyn Lensinger
Marria Lopez
Cherith Brook Love
Melanie Marie Ludvig
Katie Scarlett Martin
John Joseph Mikich*
Christopher John Miller*
Casey Morgan Moore
Katherine Anne Murphy*
Jada Lee Nyankson
Kelsey Oleson
Megan Kathleen Olson* Robert Elia Pantuso*
Elise Hope Peavey*
Noelle Nicole Posda*
Kayla R. Price
Rachel Lynn Reed*
Jennifer Lynn Sackett
Alyssa J. Salzwedel
Danielle Catherine Schmidt*
Jessica Ann Schoenbeck
Katie M Schreiber
Allison Ruth Schultz*
Scott Steven Schultz
Kendra Marie Scott
Mary Ann Siecinski*
Cassandra Marie Smessaert*
Megan Lynn St.Martin
Chalon R. Stacker
Michael John Steuer*
Nicole Elizabeth Stuff
Hannah Lou Swanson
Jenny Lynn Muldowney-Sweeney*
Maria Amber Lee Thompson
Faith Noel Trow
Bradley George Valleskey*
James John Van Den Heuvel*
Phil Cortez Watters
Susan Claire Weis
Jessica Collin Wetzel*

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE
Dean Brett Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of
Science in Engineering

Nishan Savio Abraham
Steve Anthony Acker
Ibukunoluwa Adeleke
Zaid Ali M Al Askar
Hamad Ahmed Aldakkan
Ali Ehsan Ali
Mohammed Khalid Aljuraisi
Turki Ibrahim Almajhadi
Muteb Alyami
Ibrahim Samir Amin
Cassandra Anne Appleton
Alejandro Arce
Abigail Arredondo
Mitchell Robert Auping
Rafael Alejandro Ayala-Gonzalez
Amadou Makhhtar Ba
Andrew David Bartel*
Amanda Ellen Bates
Joseph Carl Bequest
Alex Anthony Bindas
Christopher James Boldig
Ryan Bonfiglio
Justin Bottoni
Marques Joel Carter
Jeffrey Jerry Cebe
Alexander Arthur Chollet
Alex James Christel
Jonathan James Christian
Daniel David Crane*
Kiel Susilla Cruey
Daniel Brennan Dahlgren
Matthias Federico-Debernardini
Sullivan McDermott Dee
Christopher John Dewanz
Aaron Michael Drossart
Bradley Richard Eggert
Robert Eperjesi*
Brent J. Erlauer
Calvin Gerald Falk
Cal Jordan Feider
Dustin Daniel Fester
Joshua Lee Fox
Eric Mathew Franzen
Nathan Craig Fredrich

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Joseph Ronald Friedli
Tasha Marie Funk
Jennifer Paola Garantiva-Poveda
Bradley Michael Gaynor
Scott Jacob Gill
Joseph William Graham
Logan Jerome Greve
Joshua David Haase
Steven G. Hackbarth
Timothy Lee Hallett*
Steve Louis Harry
David Russell Hartwig*
Veton Hashani
Nathaniel D. Havener
Ryan Thomas Heberlein
Robert Karlin Hesselberg
Ryan Hickey
Benjamin William Holbus
Lukas Robert Hueman
Aimee Nicole Johnson
Patrick Joseph Johnson
Matthew Thomas Jurantich
Victor Fredrick Kapustin
Steve Robert Keller
Andrew Steven Klibowitz
Joel Steven Klopstein
Kyle J. Krause
Benjamin E Kruswicki
Wookkun Kwon
Alex H. Laflin*
David Lamparski
Hunter Owen Lange
Joseph William Larcheid*
Michael Jay Lazzio
Erick Robert Liban
Matthias John Lind
Sue Lor
Nathan Jerry Maerz
Haitham Saddeq Maghrabi
Vincent Anthony Maiuri
Kenneth Harris Martone
Alexander John Mayer
Jacob Meixner
William E. Merschdorf
Michael Edward Michalski
Edward Paul Mielke
Jason Michael Miletta
James Joseph Miller
Hussien Mohssien
Kyle Christopher Moore
Brian Todd Mullen
Justin Ryan Mursch
Maria Alejandra Najera
Jesse Andrew Nechodom*
Caleb Joshua Olla
Tyler David Olson
Dhurmil Dilipkumar Patel
Ted Joseph Pedriana*
Ally Fay Schmidt*
Alexandria Sidney Pfeffer
Dung Van Pham
Kali Lorraine Phillips
Joshua Raymond Picard
Christopher Joseph Piontek
Adam John Pirkey*
Matt Carl Podella*
Adam David Pontzloff
Quinton Marquis Presley
Benjamin Rock Rachow
Sammy Hamdallah Rahman
David Michael Ralston
Jacob Thomas Ramsey
Evan Connor Reichelt
Mathew Ryan Rentmeester
Daniel Duffy Ricksecker
Maurice John Felix Rodriguez
Matthew Roebert
Christopher Jacques Sampon
Nicholas Stephen Sanderfoot*
Peter Schachtenschneider*
Curtis Michael Schmid
Brady James Schwandt
Kelly Emerson Scott
Alex James Seidcheck
Ibrahim Furkan Sevindik*
Cody Jay Sigler
Joshua Michael Smith
Denis Sterjo*
John Kenneth Frederick Stubbs
Kenan Tautges
Stephanie Margaret Tetzlaff
Kelly Anne Theis
Michael J. Treasure
Thaddeus John Wanat
Nicholas Warzyn
Jesse Williams Watson
Jeffrey Wayne Weber
Austin Gary Weichert
Alexander Ryan Wiklin
Nicholas William Willkomm
Justin Allan Zeamer
Xinwen Zhang*
Daniel Robert Zwettler

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES
Interim Dean Ron Cisler
Bachelor of Science

Adedamola Olumayowa- Adeniyi
Mona Saad Alkhaldi*
Nicholas Sylvester Barnekow
Kassidy Rose Birkrem
Hannah Laura Blanchard*
Erica Burns*
Mckenzie Colleen Callahan
Jessica Mariah Cark
Brittany Lynn Colker
Kayla M. De Sautelle
Douglas William DeVault
Paul Joseph Dynis
Alissa Gabriella Ehler*
Robert John Flees*
Elizabeh Emily Ford
Tracy Marie Galezewski*
Carissa Ashleigh Gartman*
Aaron James Gibeaut
Jessica Lenae Giese
Stephanie Ann Gill*
Scott David Goehner*
Gladys Edith Gonzalez
Taylor Rose Gruber*
Mona Hakeem
Karl Jakob Heger
Amy Heikken
Jenna Marie Humphreys*
Matthew Paul Johnson
Allison Sarah Jung
John Kohler
Laura B. Kovach
Alexander Michael Krause
Taylor Ann Linse
Morgan Michelle Lohr
Caroline Megan Manocchia*
Nathan Alan Marshall

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Matthew John Martin
Courtney Rochelle Meyer
Evan Marie Morris
Dylan Thomas Mueller
Alexandra Megan Murphy
Asrar Musaitif
Moses Nettles
Sarah Jean Neuwirth*
Desiree Marie Packard
Kimberly R. Payton*
Maria Kathryn Rossi*
Christine Ruminiski*
Adam Paul Schneider*
Crystal Sciarini
Bridget Ann Sorenson
Carly Marie Spaeth*
Kenneth Cyril Stelpflug
Vincent Richard Stocke
Karolina Tokarska
Simone Van As
Eric Jonathan Wahl
Codi Marie Webb
Eric Taggart Williams
Terri Lynn Witter
Andrew Williill Wolf
Rebecca Wolniakowski*
Chueseng Xiong
Noushelong Xiong
Soua Xiong
Tina Z. Yang

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology

Roderick Jacques Battiste
Gerhardt Alan Bobzien
Erik Paul Butz*
Bee Chang
Retta Eve Dahl*
Jerquand D. Goins
Matthew Goodacre
Miguel Angel Gutierrez
Zachary Thomas Hamada
Matthew C. Her
Alfredo Arnaldo Hernandez
Nathan James Hofer
Ian David Howard
Ryan EJ Hynek
Rosalind Raquel Jackson
Anthony Julian Jesmok*
Richard Thomas Johnson
Nicholas Andrew Kubczak*
Holly Kristine Leto*
Lae Loc*
Ronan James Marman*
Blake Mielke
Samantha Jean Miller
UBon NdOn
Brian Robert Parsons
Jeremy J. Peper
Jhoselinn Perez*
Abdur Rehman
Erica Nicole Rosario
Alec Jeffrey Schartner
Brianna Jo Schmitt*
Craig Robert Schneider
Jennifer Marie Schoenfeldt
Mark Anthony Sears
Hannah Nicole Seeby
Jimmy P. Thao
Brandon Allen Turenne*
Keng Joseph Vang
Michael W Vesely
Tyler A. Villa
Alexander Kraig Walbrun
Ellen Weiland*
Lindsey Alyce Whitlock*
Alexander Joseph Wier
Adam Jeffrey Wildt
Tramell D. Williams
Robert B. Woodhouse
Markeese Lee Young
Luke Joseph Yurchak
Adam Jon Zettel*

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science

Fayrouz Fawzi Abu-hamdan*
Nicole Marie Adamski*
Nissa Ahlquist
Jameela A Q Al-asmar
Anas Abdulaziz A Aldokhi
Eimaan Ershad Ali
Brittany Amira Aljubouri
Gabriella Patricia Allen
Sheldon Andrew Allen
Robert Elliott Alonso
Kodjo Jean-Jacques Amedome
Alex Demetrio Anderegg
Alec Justin Anderson-Yakowicz
Alexandra Andes*
Carissa Ashley Anich
Jacob Christopher Arambel
Danielle Armour
Andrew Michael Arnoldussen
Christopher Gregory Ash
Jasem K. Ashkanani
Michael Ray Atteberry*
Thomas John Aviles
David Matthew Bagli
Amber Lee Bak
Tanner Rodney Bakkala
Evan Ridgely Baldwin
Chelsea Lee Ballas
Derek Allen Barnhart
Phillip Charles Bartoszek
Thomas John Batogiannis
Benjamin Scott Baus
Anya Dietrich Bayley*
Joseph Anthony Beenen
Larry Edwin Behrendt
Adam Edward Behrens
Owen Reed Benkowski
Lee Thomas Bennett
Samantha Lee Bentley
Francis John Berg
Patricia Raye Bertrand
Alolika Bhattacharya
Shelby Ann Black
Sarah Lynn Blackey
Aleese Susan Block
Jordan Mark Bocian
Carly Elizabeth Bohem
Makenzie Lange Boettcher
Julia Marie Bogucki
Andrew Thomas Boinski
Isaiah N. Bond
Ian Thomas Borba
Tomislav Boskovic
William Lawrence Bott*
Natalie Kathleen Bousquet
Theresa Haroutioun Boyadjian
Mitchell Patrick Boyd
Joseph Boyle
Erika Lynn Bozich
Nicole Marie Braden

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Colton James Brendel*  
Emily Joanna Brinkman*  
Joshua Robert Brinkman  
Paige Marie Buedler  
Hope Buehler  
Marcus L. Buford  
Montraye Bullock  
Sarah Lynn Burkel  
Matthew Arthur Callies  
Ciara Camberos  
Karen Elizabeth Canido  
Andrea Marie Cappelli  
Starkenya Diamond Carr  
Megan Casey  
Virginia L. Cassel  
Colen Jared Castor*  
Mai Youa Chang  
Melanie Marie Chapman  
Tyra Ashley Chase  
Jasmine Yvette Chavez  
Asia S. Cheeks  
James Lee Christensen  
Nicholas John Christopher-Hayes  
Eric Cifaldi  
Samuel Joseph Clark*  
Natalia Clemenson Kishner  
Megan Alanna Cole  
Michael Lamar Cole  
Cecilia Christian Cook  
Andrew William Coon  
Jessica M. Coonen*  
Sean K. Cornell  
Allison Beth Cottrell*  
Sarah Councilor  
Bradley Paul Cox*  
Melissa Ann Crockford*  
Jessica Rena Cropp  
Christopher Leslie Michael-Crumb*  
Sarahmae Yumang Cruz  
Jean Carlos Cudemos  
Megan Elizabeth Cunningham  
Brian Stephen Danzyger*  
Stephanie Kay Davidson*  
Aaron James Davies  
Paisley Christina Juitar Davis  
Susan M. Deal  
Zachary J. Delgado-Wehrman*  
Enzo Phillip Deluca  
Andrew Sebastian Derks  
Anthony Michael Deutsch  
Taylor Marie Dews  
Margo Elaine Diamond-Robertson  
Jacqueline Sue Dickmann  
Kyra Paige Dietzen  
Daniel Dinkelman  
Izabel Ditchev*  
Kelsey Maria Doty  
Brooke Nicole Dowden  
Alexander Shayne Drena  
Makeba Marie Drury  
Tia Rae Dudzik  
John David Duecker  
Morgan Rose Dunn*  
Andrew Patrick Dunn-Bauman  
Bridget Ann Dunphy*  
Ann Duong  
Nathan Tucker Eaton  
Jaymee Marie Ebbers  
Benjamin David Edelstein*  
Katie Lynn Eggers  
Matthew Thomas Eggert  
Elliot Wrede Ehlers  
Michelle Marie Elert*  
Caitlyn Engl  
Ryan Errard  
Sarah Nicole Fabina*  
Justin Michael Falls  
Matthew John Farr*  
Darrin Laine Ferguson  
Teresa Fernandez*  
Katherine Elizabeth Fiala*  
Alyssa Janelle Filipis*  
Virginia Kathleen Finman  
Matthew Alan Fischer  
Karen Floan  
Benjamin Quinn Formanek  
Katherine A. Frank  
Chloe Elizabeth Friday  
Daniel Robert Friedrich  
Paul Andrew Friedrichs  
Brad Ryan Chiuin Fuerbringer  
Anthony Nicholas Furio  
Alexander Paul Gardner  
Eric Dean Garnett*  
Mary Patricia Gibbons  
Evan Joseph Gill*  
Nathaniel Phillip Gilliam  
Amber Michelle Glemin  
Alexander Sterling Glover*  
Nichalas Goetsch  
Anthony Herman Gonzalez  
Karsen Beth Gosh  
Megan Elizabeth Gray  
Matthew James Green  
Trevor William Griesbach  
Mary Elizabeth Devlin Grimm  
Kristina Denise Guajardo  
Brandon James Guendel*  
Quiabria Ariana Guthrie  
John Andrew Guzikowski*  
Carissa Arlouine Hackel  
Rachel Victoria Hahn  
Nicholas Luke Hammer  
Steven Michael Hannes  
Caitlin Mary Hanahan  
Danielle Marie Hansen*  
Antoinette Monique Hanyard  
Andrew Scott Harasymiw  
Dylan Tyler Hardwick  
Praditya Saputra Hargianto  
Darnisha Fae Harper  
Samantha Genell Harper  
Jamie M. Harris*  
Cassie Lee Haselman  
Zachary Stephen Havens  
Katelyn Christine Hegewald  
Liv Katherine Heidenreich*  
Alexander John Hein  
Benjamin John Heinecke*  
Ryan Andrew Hendrickson  
Jordan Hensel*  
Aaron J. Hersh*  
Tracy Higgins  
Meredith Ann Hilgart  
Joshua Michael Hintz  
Warren David Hogue  
Kelsey A. Holbert*  
Jason Walker Holland  
T’anna Rae Holst  
Allyssa Mary Hoppe  
Katheryn L. Horsley  
Nicolette Hudson  
Taylor Dana Huebner  
Robert Bryant Hullum  
Adam Duane Hunt  
Ashley Charlene Jackson-Shannon  
Justin R. Jagler  
Stephanie Lori Jakum  
Marcus James Jellen*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Marion Sandra Jerins
Courtney Carol Johlke
Robert Blake John
Jessica Johnson
Logan J. Johnson
Perry Johnson
Faith Holly Jones*
Inita Antoinette Jones
Keith Christopher Jones
Kabiru Buki Kafang
Christine Marie Kaiver
Alyssa Ann Kane
Arianna Elizabeth Katrichis*
Josiah Jesse Kay*
Cody Cosmo Kelderman
Karsen Teale Kelley
Natalie Suzanne Kemps
James Michael Kerkmann
Rachael Kristi Marie- Khislenger
Joshua Adam Kindl
Alexander Cramblit Kindness
Mercedes Chelsey Kirk
Katherine Marie Kishline
Courtney Renee Klein
Katarina Marie Klimko
Christine Marie Klis*
Katelyn Therese Kluft*
Heather Lyn Klusendorf*
Dustin Catherine Knecht
Chad D. Knodl
Alexandra Kochie
Alana Louise Kordonowy
Meghan Katherine Kraft
Rebecca Lynn Kronberg
Aaron Michael Kuczmasrski*
Stephanie Kuo
Amy Lynn Kwiatkowski
Michael Donovan LaBelle
Gage Lee LaLuzerne
Dominique Marie Lambright
Megan A. Landsch
Brandon Thomas Landowski
Elizabeth Anne-Carmen Lang
Anthony D’André Leavy
Niki Lee
Emily Hannah Lefco
Carly Marie Lein*
Devan Leistikow
Jacob D. Leitner
Haley Lynn Lemire
Joshua Steven Lensmire
Leah Terese Lessard*
Clayton Carl Liebher
WonTack Lim*
Brooke Elizabeth Lintner
Ger Lor
Kathryn Lowe*
Matthew Terry Lowe
Kathryn Elizabeth Lueters
Sarah Rose Lundgren
Alexander Lowell Lupella
Michael Fitzgerald Madden
Luke Michael Mailloux
Fabian Maldonado
Gilbert Joseph Maliszewski
Anthony Mandella*
Sarah Kimmall Marcks
Hannah Murray Maris
Dylan Martin
Kyle Michael Martin
Zachary Mathe
Sasha Belle Mazur
Jesse Jerome McCarty
Jasmine Jason McClure*
Brittany Ann Mcconville
Jerhonda Victoria McCray
John Ross McDonell
Ryan Patrick McQuilkin
Andrea Mei
William Robert Meier
Amanda Rae Melkonian
Danielle Lynn Melsheimer
Samuel Douglas Melton*
Josiah D. Menako
Erik Albert Meyers
Shane Michaelson
Amanda Rae Miccavicius*
Marissa Renee Milano
Cory John Miller
Jessica Miller
Aron Lind Moberg
Ali Azhar Mohammad
Ron Monosov
Ashley June Montgomery
David Granados Moody
Thomas Melbourne Moore*
Tessa Marie Morford
Elizabeth Catherine Morgan
Jacob Daniel Morrow
Daniel B. Mrotek*
Denise Lynn Mueller
Kirsten Anne Munson
Katherine Anne Murphy*
Lauren Rene Muschinske
Alyssa June Myers*
Feriel Nasri
Brenna Leigh Nelson
Megan Chelsea Nelson
Briana Lee Newkirk
Samuel Augustus Newman
Vanessa Ellyn Nicholas
Nicholas Michael Ninkovich
Jacalyn Kay Nolan
Elise Lydia Oberheu
Saul Ivan Oceguera
Derinsola Imani Olaseinde
Austin Reed Omick*
Monika Joanna Orawiec
Jackson Robert Orin
Chelsea Lynn Ottery*
Alyse Michelle Page
Ryne Jacob Pagel
Christopher Gordon Palik
Franchesca Panozzo*
Julien Frederick Paris
Kristin Sora Park
Aditi D. Patel
Jinal Patel
Lina Radhhesyam Patel
Kinnietta L. Patterson
Jessica Lynn Patton
Claire Christine Pavlic
Keegan Garth Pavlik
Erica Anne Peckarsky
Kelsey Ann Pederson*
Maria Peeples
Alexandra Jean Peiffer
Kristiana Lynne Perleberg*
Elizabeth Rose Peters
Simone Nicole Petersen
Kassi Leigh Pezon
McKenzie Elizabeth Pickett*
Matthew James Piotrowski
Annette Marie Pirrung*
Jason Phillip Porter
Madeline Jane Power-Luetscher*
Katelyn Rakers*
Amanda K. Ramirez
Stephanie Mary Randazzo*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Michael Rankin
Nicole Mae Reid
Shoniqua Chantrell Reik
Darvin Dejesus Reilly
Agustin Manuel Rey
Felipe Reyes
Zara Riaz
Alayna Lynn Rice
Jonathan Charles Richie
Alex William Richter
Amber Nicole Ridgeway
Natasha Ruth Riley-Glassman
Pauline Jo Ritter
Steven Anthony Riva
Jamie C. Robbins
Alexa Rose Robertstad*
Nolan Jeffry Robinson
Glenn Jacob Roepke
Charlene Rebecca Rogers*
Julie Marie Rogers
Jonathan Michael Rogowski
Kristin Marie Roguszka
Vince Casimir Rolbiecki
Katelyn Michelle Rose*
Jon Rostas*
Jeremy F. Rubio
William Joseph Ruby
Joshua Sidney Ruiz
Marcus Alexis Ruiz
Shaheen Sultana Saiyed
Hector Jr Santiago
Daniel Lorenz Schaefer
Peter Wenqi Scheuerman
Margaret Elayne Schleicher
Ally Fay Schmidt*
Stephanie Eileen Schmidt
Michael Edward Schoeller
Grant Schultz
Andrew Langdon Robert-Schuster*
Natalie Joyce Hogden-Schuster*
Mitchell McCabe Schutte
Rayne Schwantes
Stephanie Julie Schwoerer
Hailey K. Sciano
Rachel Marie Seip
Brendan Taylor Semph
Briel Semrow
Storm Andrew Sendelbach
Charlotte Maria Shanaver*
Laura A. Sheskey
Deric Babatunde Shonuga
Samantha Siodlarz
Molly Geralyn Smith
Brittany Smith
Chineva Letecia Smith
Christina Marie Smith
Jennifer Anne Smith
Alec Everhart Snyder
Stephanie Ann Sorensen
Nicolas Daniel Soto*
Anthreas Soulis
Renee Elisabeth Spiewak*
Heidi Marie Spors
Ashley Claire Spranger
Jamie St Ledger*
Samantha Ann Stageman*
Tess Patricia Stahler
Kristina Marie Stamm
Charles William Stangl*
Grant Lobbes Steskal*
Kenya Inez Stevens
Theodore Cole Stevenson
Samantha Olivia Stewart
Chelsea Lynn Stietz*
Breonna Na’cole Stone
Noelle Elizabeth Storms*
Tiffany Stojinc
Allie M. Struebel
Brook Scott Strzyszewski
Nicholas Russell Stuessy
Shalynne Constance Sturino*
Sandra Ashley Sturm
Shaunacy Robert Sutter
Connor Glenn Swiney
Nicholas Gregory Syse*
Travis Jon Tauschek
John Paul Teppler
Christina Dee Tersine*
Pree Cha Thao
Daniel Thew
Kirsten Lynn Thiemke
Rebecca Susan Thrun
Nicole C. M Thunes
Alexander M Tick
Giovanni Christian Tinoco
Alison Ann Toetz
Kristin Dorothy Tomaich*
Alyssa Marie Tomlinson
Kelsey Elizabeth Tonne
Deborah Torbica*
Robert J. Trettin*
Kourtney Ann Trevorrow
Terrence Ellis Tyler
Marcus Van Grinsven*
Carley Lynn Van Lare
Jypleah Nancy Varh
Sylivia Spears Veleker
Kevin John Vieau
Hendrix Viera
Lauren Taylor Virovatz
Evan Jon Vogel
Jessica Vollmer
Rebekah Lynn Vought
Adam Nto Moo Vue*
Jennifer Loretta Waechter
Alison Elizabeth Wanie
Johanna Marie Waring
Renae Weaver
Luke Andrew Webber
Justin Lee Weiland
Melissa Michelle Wendlandt
Kimberly Frances Wenzel
Garrett R. Wertz*
Brittani Marie Weston
Amy Caroline Whitney
Alexander T Wickstrom*
Tyler Scott Wildman
Anthony Richard Willems
Mariyette Minnie Williams
Sean Williamson
Lauren Marie Woldanski*
Cassandra Lee Wolf*
Susan Gertrude Wood
Amanda Louise Workman
Alesia N. Wright
Nou Cheng Xiong
Yer Xiong
Rachel K. Yaeger
Nou Yang
Rattana Yang
Vong Yang
Nicholas Andrew Yannett
Rebecca Lynn Zander*
Kristina M. Zich
Aaron Scott Ziegler
John Robert Zitzler

*Awarded Commencement Honors
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Sally P. Lundeen
Bachelor of Science
Laura Rose Anderson
Chioma C. Anyanwu*
Ana Arnold
Erica Jae Beck*
Zindy Benavides
Victoria Marie Bentley
Jonathan Dwight Berens*
Erin Anne Beslow*
Aaron M. Blomberg*
Kari Bohlmann
Alicia Lucille Bohman*
Kasey Jean Bowers*
Mia Rose Breidenbach*
Shehan Brown
Chang Por Chang*
Ashley Cieplewski
Jessica Cioni
Anna Mae Conroy
Erica Cooley*
Adam Charles Courtman*
Allen Orvin De Windt
Halley Angela Decker
Jessica Taylor DeVor
Sara Beth Drapp*
Erin Lynn Dunham*
Uju Ejiofor
Zhengqi Fan*
Kaitlin Elizabeth Farley
Luketisha Feagin
Falonne Sylvie Feumba Yanou
Doreen Marie Fischer*
Rochelle Denise Franklin
Kelsey Reeder Fritts
Ryan Gallagher
Andrea S. Ganzke*
Sara Robin Gomes*
Jason Michael Goodman*
Adriana Julia Gutierrez
Shannon Ann Held*
Layne Elizabeth Heling*
Matthew Lee Henry
Sheng Her
Alexa Lenae Herold*
Sara Beth Hoffmann
Ogechukwu Clara Ikeh
Christina Rose Julga
Nicole Marie Kamps
Melinda Marie Kannenberg*
Katharine Nelle Kasper
Matthew Joseph Kempfer*
Rachel Mary Kinzler*
Rhiannon Kowalski
Bryan Landrie*
Julia Marie Lasch*
Ariail Melissa Layne*
Brittney Anna Long*
Taylor Nicole Loomis*
Mai Doua Lor
Angela Jane Lukaszewski
Dreta Denise McCoy
Kimberly Rose McCullough
Antoinette Renee McLaughlin*
Shalissa Marie Merriweather
Brianne Gabrielle Michios
Brandon Miller
Juanata Mua*
Maisey Ann Mulvey*
Mylinh Thi Nguyen*
Relinthis Ngwafa
Lacey Olson*
Carlos Adolfo Padilla
Heidi Mae Paul*
Danielle Marie Peerenboom*
Morgan Ann Pennenberg*
Nicole Marie Perrin*
Brittany Elizabeth Petersen
Maureen Poplar
Samantha Kay Reynolds*
Jamie L. Roth*
Ashley May Ruiz
Sabreen Sarsour
Leah Marie Savatski
Christina Marie Schaer
Ashley Marie Scharrer*
Samantha Jo Schinner
Patrick Joseph Schmitt*
Jamie John Schramm*
Alyssa Claire Schuster*
Ashley Nicole Schwer*
Amber Ann Sexton
Megan M. Sheff*
Amy Marie Simmons
Jake Colin Simpson
Stephanie Nicole Smithback*
Andrea Elizabeth Sommer*
Paige Corin Sutherland*
Tawni Rae Swanson
Kathryn Joyce Sweetman*
Saundra Lynn Tatro
Kelly Murphy Tong*
Egriselda Stephanie Tujani*
Bee Vang
Laurie C. Walvisch
Destiny Monique Watson*
Michelle Marie Weber*
Alicia Marie Weyrauch
Kristina Marie Whalen
Alison L. Wichlacz*
Katrina Ann Will*
Matthew James Zeidler*
Brittany Lee Zilisch

HELEN BADER SCHOOL
OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science
Deserea Lashell Allen
Danielle Renee Barthel
Cera A. Bates
Scott Robert Behnke*
Alexander Christopher Blanck*
Korrine Elizabeth Borck
Christine Mollet Buck*
David Duc Bui
Gerardo Mauricio Cerdas, Jr.
Alan Dean Cianci
Lattrail C. Cole
Lillian Wu Fanchun Costello
Kaleena Meghan Daugherty
Bethany S. DeLuca
Shana Maria Disrudd
Kaylah Josephene Doty
Hailey Marie Draper
Shaun Scott Foster
Alex Oscar Gantner
Alejandro Gonzalez
Yamira Govani
Cierra Gonzalez
Yamira Govani
Cierra Gonzalez

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WELFARE

Samantha Marie Humphreys*
Kay Ann Hurkmans*
Shawntane Hutchins
Ashlee Jackson
Joseph Robert Janssen
Brianne Ashley Jarrett
Michelean Venice Johnson
Mark Thomas Kapusta
Jessica Rae Kickbush
James Kirchoffer*
Thomas Howard Klahorst
Emily Marie Koenen
Johnathan Thomas Koller
Kelly Kim Kotecki
Alexis Rachel Krusic
Samantha Nicole Lafferty
Dimitrius Lee
Candice Rita LeGros*
Tyler Allen Litts*
Robert Kempf Lloyd
LaJerrerica D. McCoy
Marshon Jonquil McIntosh
Ryan James Miller
Detra L. Mitchell
Michelle Antoinette Moore
Tiara Terriel Moore
Jessica Lynn Narlow
Rebecca Katherine Neaman*
Alex Lee Nebel
Alexander William Nelson
Stephen Nestingen-Palm*
Marquita Shun’a Paul
Julie Anahi Plascencia
Gina Richelle Powell*
Angel Quiroz
Ana-Maria Raicu*
Jodi Janelle Rawson*
Tiffany Marie Rochefort
Jocylen Kyndel Rogers
Alexandra Marie Sabin*
Dana Leigh Salmon
Dalton Earl Sands
Kaitlin Leigh Saylor*
Alyssa Schultz
Andrew Schumacher

Russell Wells Shanahan
David Lawrence Steele
Meredith Leigh Stich
Michael Thomas Sullivan
Alexandra Marie Tamraz
Colin Michael Thorpe
Mai Doua Vang
Daniel Allen Walton
Erik Michael Wickstrom
Gregory Christopher Wilk
Yaaji Vogue Williamson
Lar Yang
Forrest Hilary ZdroikPennock

*Awarded Commencement Honors
**ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS**

A *special thank you* to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

**COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mary (Suzanne) Abler</td>
<td>Heath Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Badura</td>
<td>Jim Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Beier</td>
<td>Mandy Sheriff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Burks</td>
<td>Kim Silbersack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Cooper-Sperber</td>
<td>Ramona Sledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Daly</td>
<td>Joel Spiess*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Hamlin</td>
<td>Laura Stark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Hoffland*</td>
<td>Kate Steinbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayla Jenkins</td>
<td>Amanda Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Jones</td>
<td>Linda Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusko Josifovski</td>
<td>Gwyn Wallander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Kantrowitz</td>
<td>Betty Warras*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Muslin</td>
<td>Seth Zlotocha, Chief Marshal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Navarro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Neuwirth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Name Reader

**SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS**

Karen Huenick

Elizabeth Wick

**UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF**

Bjorn Case

Fernando Garcia

Steve Kobiske

Mike Proell

Griffin Schroeder

Benjy Warbelton

Steve Wilke

**UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT**

A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

**COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT**

Kristin M. Van Housen Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

**CHANCELLOR’S STAFF**

Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications
SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold
Tim Bain
Tammy Howard
Sarine Schmidt

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Bonnie Fuggiasco

PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony. Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at gtservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at: http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu